Platform to Analyze, Record, & Track
Networks to Enhance Relationships
Our signature platform of tools, training and resources makes it easy to collect,
explore, and make sense of network data, empowering you to develop actionable
strategies for your organization, and ultimately improve the outcomes of your work.

How do you measure the value of collaboration?
In today’s world, influencing better health and well-being
requires us to work together, but effectively doing that is
challenging, and it can bring up important questions:
What are the best ways to form partnerships across
governmental, nonprofit, and private sectors?
How can we address cross-disciplinary goals and
maximize resource sharing for all stakeholders?
What is the best way to integrate the complex
social support structures of the people we serve?

Questions like these are difficult to answer—the networks
of relationships and influences that affect the outcomes
of your work are complex, and most of the time they’re
not even visible. As network scientists we saw an
opportunity to change that.
At Visible Network Labs, we’ve channeled decades of
research and network science expertise into PARTNER’s
tools, training and resources to enable you to clearly see
all the intricate connections that affect your work,
understand why those connections matter, and leverage
that understanding to move your organization forward.

What does PARTNER Include?

Network Mapping Tools

Data Collection Tools

Learning Lab

Community Lab
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Network Mapping Tools

Data Collection Tools

PARTNER puts dynamic network visualizations
and analytics at your fingertips, making it easy
to map and explore your network data set,
access expert network analysis, and generate
comprehensive reporting all within a simple,
easy-to-use interface.

PARTNER’s integrated data collection tools
make it simple to not just capture data, but
to trust that you’re capturing the right data
to move your project forward. When you use
our tools, the data require no cleaning, and
import directly into your project dashboards.

Explore your network data.

Capture more useful data.

Data Dashboard

Data Uploader

Map and explore every aspect of your
network data set using adaptable visual
controls and integrated analytics.

Upload your own data in seconds using our
simple Excel template, view your own
network map, and start filtering through it.

Insights Library

Survey Builder

See what the science says about your data,
find questions to consider, or get advice from
our expert team.

Get the most out of your organizational
network analysis with our validated surveys
and customizable survey templates.

Report Builder

Person-Centered Network App

Drag and drop network maps, graphs, and
insights to build comprehensive and
informative network reports.

Empower your entire organization to collect
personal network data anywhere, anytime
with our convenient mobile app.

Learning Lab

Community Lab

Exploring data is one thing, making sense of it is
another. PARTNER gives you access to training,
resources, and strategic support to make sure
you get the most out of our tools, and to help
you build your own capacity to leverage your
network data for your organization.

We really are better when we work together.
PARTNER connects you to our extensive
peer support community of other network
innovators, thought leaders, and area experts
who are working to develop solutions to the
same challenges you face every day.

Make sense of your data.

Connect with other network innovators.
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